3,400+ Students Attending
11 Elementary & Middle Schools
375 Outstanding Educators
$0 Cost to Attend
400+ Active Volunteers

#11 Nationally in Reading
#16 Nationally in Math
#1 Overall in Ohio
$1M Scholarships to Top Private High Schools
+80% Relative Advantage in Math Progress

All results data provided by Stanford University Credo Study 2017
Dear Friends,

The 2017-2018 school year began with a bang as we launched two new middle schools. E Prep Willard and Citizens Leadership Academy East opened to give students and families educational options in neighborhoods without enough high-quality seats. In addition, two of our newest elementary schools grew by adding students and grade levels, and we served over 3,000 students network-wide.

A refresh of our Strategic Plan was a major focus for Breakthrough, Friends of Breakthrough, and our school models throughout the year. So much has changed in our city, our state, and our nation since 2014 that we knew we needed to update our goals and priorities. Our mission and values remain the same, and the refresh reaffirmed our commitments to academic excellence, professional development for our educators, and financial sustainability.

Our refresh recognizes that helping students achieve excellence means supporting them with effective and inspiring teachers. Moving forward, we will continue to make investments in coaching novice teachers and building career paths for Breakthrough educators. Currently, we retain 80% of our most highly-rated teachers, creating the staffing stability that is sure to lift up our scholars.

Families set the stage for learning. Increasingly, we are planning events to let our families know more deeply what their children are learning, and exploring new ways to help families engage with the school and support their children’s success. We also realize that social emotional learning is just as essential as student proficiency.

The expiration of two federal grants brought financial sustainability to the forefront of our Strategic Plan refresh. Going forward, the network will focus on streamlining and cost synergies, as well as supporting year round student recruitment.

Our family engagement efforts will help reduce student attrition, as we work to reach our enrollment goals to minimize dependence on philanthropy.

It’s an exciting time for education in Cleveland with a major push to bring Say Yes to Education to the city, and flourishing partnerships between schools and like-minded organizations. As always, Breakthrough will act as a partner in citywide solutions driven by the Mayor, the Cleveland Transformation Alliance, the Cleveland Metropolitan School District, and others. We also look forward to continuing collaboration with other high-quality charter schools in the state.

A strong K-8 foundation makes a difference in Cleveland’s future, as today’s eighth graders are tomorrow’s high schoolers, college grads, and workforce. We are proud to report that 81% of our eighth grade graduates advanced to some of the area’s best college prep high schools, including high-performing district schools, parochial schools, and independent schools.

A holistic and coordinated approach to education holds great promise for our city. Breakthrough is gratified to have a clear direction forward and to contribute to an ongoing community effort to elevate education in Cleveland.

Dear Friends,

Alan Rosskamm
CEO, Breakthrough Schools
Dear Friends,

On behalf of the Breakthrough Schools network, I write in gratitude for the incredible support our community continues to provide our scholars. Generous donors contributed over $2,000 per child to our network last year, and the end pages of this report name each and every donor who made a contribution in the fiscal year ending June 30, 2018. Those gifts help us provide quality K-8 education in the Cleveland neighborhoods needing it most.

Education funding in Ohio continues to be discriminatory against our schools and families. Breakthrough Schools outperform all the Big 8 city school districts in Ohio and many inner ring suburbs, but we receive less than two-thirds the public funding of district schools in the very same neighborhoods. As much as we believe that philanthropists should not bear responsibility for funding great public schools, it appears to be our only choice. Ohio’s school funding formula is unlikely to change significantly in the near future.

We do not ask this lightly. We spent the year thinking about what we can do internally to narrow the $2,000 per pupil public funding gap. We realized we need to vastly increase the number of individual donors, so we are thrilled to announce that we added a Senior Advancement Officer, Tim Mann, who is focused on individual giving. At the same time we are boosting fundraising capacity, we are also taking steps to add and retain more students. We overhauled Breakthrough’s student recruitment strategy in ways that are already demonstrating results. Adding just ten to twenty scholars per school adds tremendous revenue and also fulfills our mission of serving more students.

The big win will be when we fix public funding. We continue to advocate in Columbus for more equitable funding in line with the true costs of educating Cleveland students. While we continue this work, we need your help! We appreciate your role in our success and hope that you will renew your support of Breakthrough Schools this year.

I hope that you will consider making a gift, volunteering at one of our schools, attending an event, and inviting your friends to a school tour. These activities help us close the funding gap, spread our mission, and most importantly, put more Cleveland area children on the pathway to success in life.
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Donate

Contributions support quality academics and facilities for new and growing schools!

It’s my FIRST DAY OF KINDERGARTEN

Village Prep Willard Scholar kicks off the year in the new gym!
Completed the Village and E Prep Willard campus on Cleveland’s west side.

Renovated Citizens Academy East campus to open Citizens Leadership Academy East, the middle school companion to the existing K-5 school.

Renovated the Charles Eliot school building as Citizens Academy Southeast’s permanent home, and the future home of Citizens Leadership Academy Southeast.

Capital Projects

$6M
Philanthropy Raised

1,000+
Donors

730
New Friends

66
Cultivation Events

400+
Volunteers

178
School Tour Visitors

$6M
Philanthropy Raised

1,000+
Donors

730
New Friends

66
Cultivation Events

400+
Volunteers

178
School Tour Visitors

Capital Projects

Completed the Village and E Prep Willard campus on Cleveland’s west side.

Renovated Citizens Academy East campus to open Citizens Leadership Academy East, the middle school companion to the existing K-5 school.

Renovated the Charles Eliot school building as Citizens Academy Southeast’s permanent home, and the future home of Citizens Leadership Academy Southeast.
Volunteer

Volunteers amplify Breakthrough’s impact on kids!

Breakthrough did more with less thanks to 400+ volunteers that gave so generously all throughout the year!

60 volunteers came to our schools regularly to work directly with scholars.

18 mentors helped 8th graders transition to high school.

18 corporate groups finished “Done in a Day” projects to beautify facilities.

78 unique members served on one or more of the governing boards for Breakthrough, Friends of Breakthrough, and the three school models.

A Few Shoutouts!

- Dozens of brand new trees are taking root at three school locations, thanks to the Western Reserve Land Conservancy.

- KPMG provided 600 new books and other supplies to three schools as part of the Family for Literacy effort. Employees delivered the materials and also stayed to read and discuss selections with our engaged scholars.

- University Hospitals sent Dr. Marco Costa, Dr. Chris Zirafi, and Stacey Mazzurco, R.N. to train middle schoolers to be “Healthy Heart Agents” in their communities.
Advocate

We are advocating for equitable funding supporting public charter schools like ours!

Breakthrough Schools is a proud CMSD portfolio school network.

Cleveland’s public charter schools dominated the top quartile of K-8 schools on measures of student achievement (Performance Index) and growth (Value-Added) in 2017-2018. We advocate for all public charter schools that deliver results and provide families the educational opportunities they seek for their children.

During the year, we:

• Stayed active in Ohio’s “High Quality Charter Coalition”. The coalition creates a single voice on what Columbus needs to do to fix charter school funding.

• Teamed with other high quality public charter school networks in DC. We made the case that the federal government needs to fund high quality charter management organizations like Breakthrough Schools.

• Included 9 elected officials in school tours or other visits. This raised legislative and executive awareness of the value we create for Ohio and our metropolitan region.
Events

Events connect us to supporters.

New friends and old attended our major fundraising event that raised an incredible amount of funds and awareness this year. In addition to our annual Breakthrough BASH at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown, our golf outing and a series of events getting young professionals to raise a glass promote opportunities for you to join us to show support for Breakthrough.
7th Annual Breakthrough BASH

This super-charged gala is powered by Breakthrough students past and present, demonstrating the extraordinary returns on every dollar raised. The 2018 BASH Host Committee, chaired by Rita and Sanjay Sehgal and Tracy and Bruce Wilhelm, pulled out all the stops to create this unforgettable night!

1,030 ATTENDED | 29 NEW CLASSROOMS | $862,000 RAISED, NET OF EXPENSES
PRESENTED BY KEY BANK

Swing for the Stars – 7th Annual Golf Outing

A day out on the course raises support from those who are all in for quality education. The top foursome, including Tom Rudibaugh, Mike Pray, John McCann, and Pat Flynn, dedicated their win to E Prep Willard!

116 GOLFERS WITH A RAIN CHECK | $45,000 RAISED
PRESENTED BY WELLS FARGO BANK

Young Professionals Raise Your Glass Series

Cleveland’s early career crowd gathers for conversation, networking, and to share Breakthrough’s mission on behalf of the Friends of Breakthrough board.

75 ATTENDED | $900 RAISED
PRESENTED BY SAUCY BREW WORKS

Blue Plate Special

Howard Fuller, director of the Institute for the Transformation of Learning at Marquette University, keynoted this awareness event in August 2017 to a sold-out crowd. Fuller’s message to educators and their allies: kids must come before institutions.

Breakthrough Celebrates Black History Month

Students from five Breakthrough schools joined to express the meaning of Black history through their own words, melodies, and movements.

Student Teacher Panel Discussion

An end of year panel discussion brought eighth graders and teachers together to reflect on the Breakthrough experience with members of our donor community.

EDGE Day at the Ballpark

Entrepreneurs EDGE matched 90 of our middle schoolers with 55 business mentors for out-of-school fun and connection at Progressive Field for Indians v Tampa Bay. Thanks to sponsors Fairmont Santrol, Fifth Third Bank, and Nordson Corporation!
Incomes:
- Government Grants and Philanthropy: $9,599,542
- Rental Income: $3,683,349
- Other: $500,512

**Total Income**: $13,783,403

Expenses:
- Program Related: $6,564,157
- Administrative: $457,967
- Depreciation and Interests: $1,593,920
- Development: $326,383

**Total Expenditures**: $8,942,427

Retained for Growth Initiatives*: $4,840,976

*Includes pledges receivable

**Income**:
- Earned: $4,962,083
- Government Grants and Philanthropy: $3,858,531
- Other: $166,783

**Total Income**: $8,987,397

**Expense**:
- Network Support Expense: $3,323,998
- Salaries and Benefits: $5,115,898
- Purchased Services: $355,846
- Supplies: $115,293

**Total Expenditures**: $8,911,035

Operating Surplus: $76,362

Fiscal Year 2018 Unaudited Financials

### PHILANTHROPIC BREAKDOWN

- 36% Individual and Family Foundations
- 37% Government Grants
- 10% Corporations
- 17% Foundations
CITIZENS LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY EAST SCHOLAR
READS ALONG WITH
CITIZENS ACADEMY
EAST STUDENTS
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Thank you to all of our amazing supporters!

LEGACY GIVING

Semper Virens, latin for ‘evergreen’, was chosen as the name for The Semper Virens Legacy Society because it demonstrates the significant, long-term support of those donors committed to extending their support for Breakthrough Schools well into the future.

The following members have made a provision for Breakthrough Schools in their estate planning:
William and Mary Conway, Kay Ingersoll, Walter and Jean Kalberer, Andrew and Karen Lee, Betty Rosskamm, Alan and Barbara Rosskamm, Jack Sherwin, William and Nancy Seelbach, Diane Singer and Jeff Ehrbar, John and Susan Turben, and Dick and Cheri Pace.

Last year, Friends of Breakthrough established an Organizational Fund through our partnership with the Cleveland Foundation as a stable way to steward these gifts along with an initial corpus fund to provide investment resulting in predictable sources of income to meet the long term needs of Breakthrough Schools.

We are so grateful to all of the inaugural members of the Semper Virens Legacy Society, whose thoughtfully planned gifts will strengthen the fund and help to ensure Breakthrough’s financial sustainability well into the future. For more information about Semper Virens or legacy giving, contact Susan Ertle, Executive Director Friends of Breakthrough Schools at sertle@breakthroughschools.org or visit our webpage at breakthroughschools.org/friends/sempervirens/.
July 1, 2017 - June 30, 2018

**PHI BETA KAPPA | $100,000+**
- Cleveland Foundation
- The George Gund Foundation
- The Haslam III Foundation, Inc
- Karpus Family Foundation
- KeyBank Foundation
- The Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust
- Catherine L. & Edward A. Lozick Foundation
- David and Inez Myers Foundation
- The Nordson Corporation Foundation
- Parker Hannifin Foundation
- Perkins Malo Hunter Foundation
- Betty Rosskamm

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE | $50,000 - $99,999**
- Digital Promise
- Kay Ingersoll
- The Nord Family Foundation
- The Payne Fund
The Abington Foundation
The Ahuja Foundation
All Around Children Learning Centers LLC
Anonymous
Anonymous
Dinesh and Sangita Bafna
Suresh and Gunia Bafna
Winfred and Elizabeth Balraj
Jeff and Sheila Berlin Family Foundation
Charles and Julia Bolton
Paul Cascio and Karen Long
Cavaliers Youth Fund
Cleveland-Cliffs Inc.
The Cleveland Clinic
The George W. Codrington Charitable Foundation
Cognizant
William and Mary Conway, SandFair Foundation
Timothy and Tanya Coughlin
Michael and Susan Cristal
Thomas and Sondra Cristal
Sunil and Kavita Daga
Dollar Bank Foundation
Keith and Andrea Faber
Fifth Third Bank
Fiorilli Construction Company
Drew and Nancy Forhan
Giant Eagle Foundation
Grant Thornton LLP
Charles and Marie Grossman
Chas and Jennifer Grossman
John and Christiane Guinness
David and Robin Gunning
John and Lisa Habe
Seth B. Harris Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Harvard Business School Club
Thomas and Amy Haught
The Christopher R. Howell Memorial Foundation
Scott Jeckering
David and Ada Jenkins
The Martha Holden Jennings Foundation
Ed Kenty
Kuhn Family Foundation
The Kulas Foundation
Raymond and Patricia Laubenthal Donor Advised Fund
John LeMay and Jackie Acho
The Lincoln Electric Foundation
Charlie and Katie Lougheed
The Lubrizol Corporation and Foundation
Stephen J. McHale Family Foundation Fund
Meaden and Moore
Merriman Family Charitable Gift Fund
Bernie and Bridget Moreno
The John and Sally Morley Charitable Fund
Jane and Jon Outcalt Foundation
Richard and Cheri Pace
Park Place Technologies
Nicholas and Barbara Sue Peay
Sam and Anne-Marie Petros
Richard and Pat Pogue
Albert and Audrey Ratner
The Reinberger Foundation
Charles A. Rini Charitable Trust
RPM International Inc.
Tom and Liz Rudibaugh
Safe Harbor Strategic Investment
Mark and Shelly Saltzman
Betty T. and David M. Schneider Foundation
Sanjay and Rita Sehgal
Vijay and Neeti Sharma
Arun and Anna Singh
John Sinnenberg and Cassi Handler
Siobhan and William Thompson Charitable Fund
Thompson Hine
Susan and John Turben Foundation
The TurtleCon Fund
United Way of Greater Cleveland
University Hospitals
Victory Capital
Vyas Family Charitable Fund
Martin M. Wasmer Revised Trust
Norman and Denise Wells, Jr.
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.
The Thomas H. White Foundation
Wilhelm Family Fund
Wolford Family Foundation
John and Peg Zitzner
ABZ Florida LP
AllianceBernstein
BakerHostetler
Lawrence and Marilyn Blaustein Charitable Fund
Winston and Tricia Breeden
Glenn and Jenny Brown
James and Anna Carulas
City Year Cleveland
Cleveland Hearing & Speech Center
Dave Coury Family Foundation
Jeff and Julie Cristal
Fred Cummings and Misun Park Cummings
Stephen and Sandy Daukas
Mike and Renee de Windt
Dickinson Wright PLLC
Mac and Deborah Donley
Ernst and Young
Fay Sharpe LLP
The Harry K. and Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Martin and Lisa Gates
Gebauer Company
Geis Construction
Louis Giesler and Cynthia Tancer
Robert and Ann Gillespie
GLAS Funds
Gries Financial LLC
Grover Musical Products, Inc.
Christian A. Hanna and Katherine L. Huber
Jeffrey and Julia Healy
Mike and Kay Hinderliter
Richard and Sara Hollington III Donor Advised Fund
Howard Hanna
The Howley Foundation
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
Huntington Bank
JP Morgan Chase
Walter and Jean Kalberer
James and Cathy Kavalec
Barbara Kerscher
John and Karla King
The Stephen and Joanne Kirk Foundation
Andy and Riddi Kline
William and Jean Koehler
Jack and Kristie Kohl
KPMG LLP
Andrew and Karen Lee
Mark and Susan Mansour
Megan Mayhugh
Robert and Merry McCreary
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Bob and Megan Mergenhagen
Metal Seal Precision Ltd.
Lee and Linda Miller, Phoenix Miller Fund
Miraglia Family Advised Fund of the Stark Community Foundation
Beth Mooney
OMNOVA Solutions Foundation
Oswald Companies
The Thomas Piraino and Barbara McWilliams Family Foundation
Plymouth Search Partners LLC
Thomas and Theresa Pretlow Fund
David and Enid Rosenberg Family Foundation
Mark Roshkowski and Kristin West
Fred and Jackie Rothstein
Saucy Brew Works LLC
The Sauerland Foundation
Naomi G. and Edwin Z. Singer Family Fund
Curt and Allison Taylor
Thompson Hine LLP
The ValMark Securities Global Gift Fund
The Veale Foundation
MaryLou VerMerris
Doug and Tamara Whitner
David Williams and Tiffany Binkowsky-Williams
Winston Products, LLC
Dane Wujnovich and Denise Carkhuff
The Wuliger Family
Dan and Ellen Zelman Family Foundation
The Zucker/Uhrman Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
3S Advisors LLC
The Adcom Group
Joann and Thomas Adler Family Foundation, a supporting foundation of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Bruce and Barbara Akers
Brendan and Marnee Anderson
Anonymous
The Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Eric and Patricia Baumgartner
George and Jeanie Belhobek
Edward and Denise Bell
Edward F. and Barbara A. Bell Family Foundation
James R. and Victoria S. Bell Gift Fund
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan and Aronoff LLP
Rudy and Linda Bentlage
Shane and Kimberly Bigelow
Michael and Carlotta Boeschenstein
Dwight and Susan Bowden Fund
Buckeye Corrugated, Inc.
Anne Burr
J.C Butler and Helen Rankin Butler
Robert and Judith Butler
Dan and Melissa Campbell
The Capital Markets Company
Capitol Partners LLC
Caplan Wright Family Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
David and Nancy Carpenter
Ryan and David Chilcote
David and Linda Chitock
Cinnamon Roll Giving Fund
The City Club of Cleveland
Scott and Elizabeth Claus
Cleveland Indians Baseball Company
Connie Clore
Carolyn Cole
College Now of Greater Cleveland, Inc.
John Connors and Lisa Gavales
The Cook Family Charitable Fund
Richard and Suzanne Cooper
Aaron Cornell
Mark Corrado
Delos and Anita Cosgrove
Douglas and Linda Cowan
Matthew and Diane Cox
Matthew and Deborah Crawford
Crystal Ship Charitable Fund
The Jane G. Cunningham Foundation
Peter W. Danford Trust
Dealer Tire
Michael DeAloia and Nora Loftus
Joe and Samantha DeGrandis
Jennifer Deutsch & Mark & Yale Goldberg Family Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Mike and Fran DeWine
Barry and Suzanne Doggett, The Katy Danco Family Fund
Matt and Jessica Dolan
Dollar Bank
Joe and Ann Dreher
George and Becky Dunn Charitable Fund
Leslie D. and John P. Dunn
Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Jeff Ehrbar and Diane Rae Singer
Mark and Ruth Elliott
Matthew and Chastity Embrescia
W. Allan and Janice Eva
Evans Charitable Foundation
Evergreen Industrial Batteries, LLC
Fairmount Guild
Mike and Gretchen Farrell
Jeffrey and Ruth Fast
Steve Feldman and Mary Weatherhead Feldman
J. Chris Fisher
Timothy and Katie Flanagan
Larry and Bonnie Frankel
Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Frantz Ward LLP
David and Claudia Fulton
Garrett and Natalie Gabel
Ge Foundation
Gita Gidwani
David Given and Cameron Carr Given
Michael and Stacy Goldberg
Philip and Adrienne Goldberg Family Fund
Stacy K. and Michael E. Goldberg
  Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish
  Federation of Cleveland
Robert and Mia Graf
James Graham and David Dusek
Bruce and Rona Greenwald
Aaron and Giana Grossman
Vipin and Anjali Gupta
Elaine Hadden
Jeff and Meg Hamilton
Harlan and Associates
Paul and Michelle Harris
Hathaway Brown
Donald and Annette Hayes
Jeff and Nancy Heinen
Rick and Amy Held
Michael and Mary Herzak
James and Leta Hickey
Al and Jennifer Hilker Charitable Fund
William and Mary L. Hilker Foundation
Mike Hilton
Kevin and Luanne Hinkel
Mark and Susan Hollingsworth
Terry Hopkins and Mona Patel
Justin and Andrea Horton
Richard Horvitz and Erica Hartman-Horvitz
Matthew and Rachel Jenkins
Darryl and Vickie Johnson
Don and Pamela Jonovic
The Joseph Family Charitable Fund
Matt and Skylar Kalady
Kanzinger Family Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
Gaurav and Harsha Kapur
Doug and Karen Katz
David Keehan and Jen Sokira
Chris and Christina Keller Family Charitable Fund
Robert and Audrey Kellermeyer
Sean Kelly Giving Fund
Stuart and Theresia Kline
  Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish
  Federation of Cleveland
Jack and Holyn Koch
Stewart and Donna Kohl Fund of
  The Cleveland Foundation
Alan and Susie Kopit
The Krause Family Foundation
Kuechle Family Foundation
Richard and Monica Lash
Laurel School
David and Ann Lavelle
LDA Architects, Inc.
William and Lynn Lehmann
LeMay Family Charitable Fund
Jim and Cathy LeSueur
Yimeng Li
William and Joyce Litzler
Majewski Family Charitable Fund
Mike and Angela Malley
James and Brenda Manley
Kevin and Sheila Margolis
Jim and Joni Marra
Dan and Susie Mascaro
Christopher and Gaylee McCracken
Hugh and Sue McKay
McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Stanley and Barbara Meisel II
  Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish
  Federation of Cleveland
Dominic and Sarah Mihalik
John and Anne Mitchell
Brian and Cindy Murphy
The John P. Murphy Foundation
Ray and Katie Murphy
Susan Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence N. Murray Fund
Helen B. and David R. Nagusky
  Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish
  Federation of Cleveland
National Safety Apparel
Terry Nauck and Cathie Scanlon
Kirk and Lori Neiswander
Harvey and Kimberly Nelson
Nestle Foundation
Bradley and Debbie Norton
William and Barbara Oberdick
Tod and Robin Oliva
Ken and Katie Outcalt
Andrew and Amy Paine
The Paintstone Foundation
Amit and Sonya Patel
Alan and Lily Peyrat
Robert and Nancy Pfeifer
Roy and Deborah Phelan
Janet Pitchford
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Jim and Dora Pruce
PSI Associates, Inc.
John Rampe and Elinore Evans
Joel and Jean Rathbone
Jon and Meg Ratner
Susan and James Ratner Fund
Deborah Read
The Albert A. Robin Family Foundation
Thomas Roddy
Peter and Martha Rome
Grant Roth Memorial Endowment Fund
Adam Russ and Jackie Staple
Chris and Alison Ryan
John and Eliza Saada
Paul Sauerland and Teri Cone
Bob Scanlon and Candy Neville
Patricia Schaar
Peter and Janet Scheid
Adam and Ann Schira
Bradley and Heather Schlang
Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
The Sears-Swetland Family Foundation
Secure My Campus LLC
Bryan and Amy Seekely
David and Caroline Selman
Ramesh and Jaya Shah
Gary and Mary Ann Shamis
Harry Singer and Geri Smith
Clifford and Marianne Smith
Nathaniel and Mary Smith
Sharon Sobol Jordan
Sogg Foundation
David and Gail Stein
Richard and Jennifer Steiner
Ron and Laura Stepanovic
Donald and Dawn Strang
Strang Management Corporation
Joseph and Suzanne Sullivan
Mark and Annette Sutherland
Jason and Holly Therrien
Joseph and Ellen Thomas
Tucker Ellis LLP
Turner Construction Company
Ulmer and Berne
Unify Project
United Way of Greater Atlanta
University School
UVAS Foundation
Sonny and Monica Verma
Jugal and Sunita Vijayvargiya
Vocon Design, Inc.
William Vogelgesang and Lynn Carpenter
Andrew and Karen Vollmer
George and Kristine von Zedlitz
Zipfel Fund
Michael Wager and Peggy Gries Wager,
The Gries Family Foundation
The Jordan Wallace Family Foundation
Walter and Haverfield
Walthall Rea CPAs
Peter and Deborah Waters
William Watkin
W.B. Mason Company
Rosemary Weltman
The Allayne and Douglas Wick Foundation
The Wolpert Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
Wolters Kluwer
Susan Zanetti and Christine Zirafi
Steve Zashin and Hillary Goldberg Zashin
Brent and Cary Zimmerman
Brad and Andi Zitzner
Michael and Anna Adams
Alliance Solutions Group
Mark and Masha Andreini
Akram and Suzanne Aral-Boutros
John and Sharyn Arrowsmith
Aslon Group
Ann and Daniel Austin Charitable Trust
William and Jean Bares
Geoffrey and Maryann Barnes
Benevity Causes
James Bennett
George and Courtney Benson
David and Kelly Berg
Rick and Renee Bischoff
Joe Brady
Stephen and Lesley Brown
The Donald H. Bullock & Catherine M. Kilbane Charitable Fund
John Butler and Jennifer Forshey
Henry Centa
Walter Cha and Lisa Mortimer
Michael and Sarah Chernoff
Homer Chisolm and Gertrude Kalnow
Chisolm Fund
Richard and Joanne Clark
Cleveland State University Foundation
Bill and Gina Cody
Guy and Kelly Conrad
Danny Couch and Ariane Kirkpatrick
Daniel and Tracy Craft
John and Kelly Curtiss
Jim and Karen Dakin
Darren Keefe and Lisa Damour
Chad and Jennifer Davies
Craig and Susanne Deering
Peter and Jennifer DeMarco
Brad and Linda Demsey
Joe and Kim Denk
Charlie Denk and Lizzie Hartland
Ralph and Kathryn Dise
Eaton Corporation
Elsons International
Hamilton and Lillian Emmons
Dave and Susan Enzerra
Pat and Susan Ertle
Corey and Nora Faul
Michael and Ellen Feuer
Kris Figueroa
First National Bank of Pennsylvania
James and Ronda Goldfarb
Mark and Linda Gottfried
Grand River Rubber & Plastics Co.
Gary and Kristen Grant
Bob and Sally Gries
David and Sydne Gruhin
Calvin and Diana Harrison
Thomas and Claudine Hartland
Jonathon and Karry Hatch
James and Candace Hatton
Hawke Family Fund
Hermes Sports and Events
Kenneth and Kristin Horner
Houlihan Capital
Rebecca K. Hyland Memorial Scholarship Fund
Cory and Meghan Hylton
HZW Environmental Consultants
Ryan Johnson and Nicole Schmidt
Chad and Heather Jones
Matthew Jones and Nora Mahoney
Alexander and Kelly King
Robert I. Kohn II Donor Advised Fund
Gordon Landefeld and Elaine Price
Bill and Darlene Leahy
Bruce and Debbie Leff Charitable Fund
Raymond Ling
Bruce and Lia Lowrie
Margaret Wong and Associates LLC
Joel and Rochelle Marx
Keith McCrae and Katie Emerson
McDonald Hopkins LLC
Cathy and Jay McKelvey Giving Fund
McKenna Family Fund
Sam Messina
AM & BW Mixon Private Foundation, Inc.
James and Nicole Mylen
NEOSES, LLC
Neptune Plumbing and Heating Co.
Jeffrey and Laura Nicholson
Northeast Ohio Regional Airport
Reggie and Katie Novak
Open Doors Academy
OPT Solutions
Seth Orbach and Ann Klotz
Craig Panzica
Luke and Heather Penca
Ami and Michelle Perez
Claiborne and Beth Rankin
Bill and Amanda Reeder
Jesse Robbins
Rogat Family Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Anthony and Kristy Rospert
Lou and Dell Salza
Mark Santarelli
Eleace Sawyers
Ron Schmidt and Sherri Barr
John and Audrey Schneider
David Schottenstein and Edith Sirota
John and Sally Schulze
Ivan and Katia Schwarz
Bill and Nancy Seelbach
Senkfor Family Foundation
Sequoia Financial Group
Kevin and Cristin Slesh
Douglas and Stephanie Spiker
James and Hallie Stewart
Jeff and Lisa Stiffler
Frank and Barbara Sullivan
Dennis and Mary Sutcliffe
Charles and Heather Thiltgen
Jeffery and Kristin Ubersax
Paul and Emily Updegraff
Van Auker Akins Architects LLC
Jonathan Wehner and Joan Chase
Wells Fargo Foundation Educational Matching Gift Program
Dickson and Ann Whitney
Bruce and Tracy Wilhelm
Tim and Lynne Winings
Dan and Kerri Witalec
Amelia Workman Farago and Michael Farago
Chuck and Ann Zellmer
Kurt and Jennifer Zitzner
Linda Zucca
Whitney Cornuke
Maura Corrigan
Colleen Cotter
David and Gayle Cratty
Ronald and M. Judith Crocker
John and Amonica Davis
Lois Davis
Patricia Dery
Duane Deskins
David and Sherrie Dickens
Dominic and Julie Dipucchio
Gilbert and Claudia DiSanto
Hank Doll
Matt Driggs and Brittany Queen
John and Dee Dunstan
Dominick and Linda Durante
Susan Dryer
EACP LLC
Hans and Ania Ediger
Jonathan and Danielle Eisenberg
Steven Ekeberg and Jacqueline Collesi
George and Roxanne Elliott
Mary Emerson
EDGE
Doris A. Evans
Anne Fantelli
Thomas and Brooke Feher
Howard and Kelly Fertel
Mark and Buffy Filippell
Jason and Amanda Fisher
Allison Forhan
John and Laura Fratus
Tom and Marsha French
Bob Fridrich and Neeko Crider
William and Heidi Friedman
Megan Fulton
John and Peggy Garson
Matt and Lauren Gaspar
Samir and Minnie Gautam
Robert and Ashley Gelman
Susan Gerber
Peter and Ann Gerhart
Eric Gibb and Aimee Millward
H.W. Birkett Gibson & Gloria K. Ritter
Larry Goddard
Maureen Goldfarb
Heather Goldman
Goldman, Sachs and Co.
Caralynn Good
Gotta Groove Records, LLC
Gary and Kristen Grant
Bobby Grebenc
Kody Teaford and Stephanie Green
Carl Greppin
Ian and Elaine Gresham
Pamela Haag
George Hamm and Sylvia Georgiff
Carl Greppin
Ian and Elaine Gresham
Pamela Haag
George Hamm and Sylvia Georgiff
Dexter Hammett
Edmund Harbart
Jack Harley
Harness LLC
John and Alison Harris
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Verizon Foundation  
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Sue Walters  
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Dee Weeks  
Michael and Meredith Smith Weil, Joshua R. Weill Search for Meaning Fund  
Julie West  
Westfield Insurance Foundation  
Neil Whittord  
Jason and Mala Wiedemann  
Scott Wilke and Andrea Daloia  
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Larry and Renee Yoder  
Burt & Sandi Zucker Philanthropic Fund
Lori Alexander
Sarah Ali
Lawrence Allen
Amazon Smile Foundation
Earl and Hazel Anderson
AngelFax LLC
Robert and Karen Ault
Kushalkumar Baid
Bank of America
Alex Barnes and Andrea Galehouse
John and Kathleen Barrett
Jack Batt and Mara Cushwa Batt
Zoe Beaumier
Bruce and Amy Bechhold
Lloyd Bell
Yocheved Belsky
Penn Berens and Kathleen Ferguson
Richard and Sharon Berger
Elizabeth Berrey
The Bidwell Family Charitable Fund
Steve Bigach and Patricia O’Connell
Gary and Janice Bilchik
Steve and Kate Bogart
Robert and Beth Brandon
Kristine Brill
Jeffrey Brown
Deborah Brown
Jesse and Kathryn Brumbaugh
Rod Budzowski
Brittany Bush
Matt and Eliza Byrnes
Patrick Callam
Natalie Capatosto
Douglas Carlson
Michael Carny
Augustina Chae
Rob Cheffins
David and Jamie Cole
Richard Conti
Edward Converse
Aimee Dalton
Priscilla Diem
Jim and Karen Doyle
Steven Dufala
Andy and Lee Eckles
Madelyn Elia
Stephen Ellis
Mark Evans
Chris Feliciano
Carmen and Melissa Fiorilli
Pat and Gina Flynn
Charles and Patricia Forsberg
Andrew Foster
Matthew Foster
Barbara Framke
Tiffany France
Cory Frye
Rich Garcia
Matthew and LeAnn Gausman
John Gherlein
Chris Gibson
Giving Assistant, Inc.
Lev and Barbara Gonick
Goodshop
Brian Grossman
Joe Grossman
Mark Hanak
Reggie and Alan Harris
Thomas Hasson
Byron and Elizabeth Hays
Donald and Dorothy Henry
Karl and Betty Hess
Darla Hill
Eve Hjort
Preston Hoge
Jim Holdren
Allison Hubbell
Nicholas Hunter
The Huntington Private Bank
John and Val Hurst
Chandra and Koyal Jain
Nancy L. Jazwa
Mark Johnson
Benoy and Sue Joseph
Donald and Jane Joyce
Jack Joyce
Patrick Joyce
Michael Karder
Steve Kerscher
Annie Kleinhenz
Emily Knight
Jeff Knoll
Clayton Kryvicky
Ritesh Kumar
Louis Labat
John Laskowski
Jeffrey W. Leonard
Christopher Litzler
Craig Lucas
Fred and Michelle Luecke
Rick and Polly Marabito
Greg and Shelley Marcus
Adam Martinson
John and Eileen McCann
Dave McClearn
Chris McMahan
Jacob Melchert
Chris Mellish
Alyson Millar-Blevins
Lyman and Shannon Millard
Mark Miller
Morgan Mills
Michael Monroe
Kevin Moore
Mark Mountain
Jeff and CJ Musser
Jake Myron
Matthew and Melissa Nipper
John and Nancy Nisky
H. Richard Obermanns and Carolyn Charles
Kevin O’Boyle
J.T. Oldham
Linda and John Olejko
Michael O’Neal
Larry and Christine Orwin
Patrick and Debbie Osysko
Terry Paradie
Zara Perez
Lowell Perry Jr.
James Phelps
Diana Lee Popovich and Jill Van Horn
Bob Porter
Michael and Gina Pray
Ariel Pruitt
Kathryn Purcell
Madeline Raabe
Nephtali Ramos and Ana Luz Ramos
Tamika Range
David and Cynthia Reynolds
Richard Rohl
Daniele Rose
Kyle Roulan
Mike Roulan
Robert and Sharon Rowland
Sara Rufo
Marc Ryan
Steven and Leslie Saltzman
Christina Sanders
Tom Scharf
Ryan Schreiber
Rick and Cynthia Schulz
Suzanne Seifert
Marla and Joseph Shafran Foundation
Brian Sharnsky
Jim Skulina
Ryan Smith
Karen L. Solomon
Carol A. Staiger
Kevn Stein
Carl and Diana Steinhouse
Cheryl Sternasty
Christopher Studor
Kenneek Switzer-Rakos
Charles Takaoka
Teach For America
Caitlin Thomas
Michael Thomas
Jane Toth
Holly and Adam Trifiro
Eugene Ullrich
Robert and Dorothy Valerian
Avery Warner
Jeffrey and Stephanie Weemhoff
Mark and Stephanie Wernet
Peter and Cathy Whitehouse
David and Tamara Wilkof
Kim Wilson and Tiffany Maxwell
Megan Wolf
Alan and Lynn Wood
David Young
Jim Youngsen
Greg and Erika Zakrajsek
Mike Zelenkofske
IN-KIND DONATIONS

100th Bomb Group
Anonymous
Bakersfield Tacos
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan and Aronoff LLP
The Builders Exchange
Campbell’s Sweet Factory
Chas. S. Rivchun & Sons, Inc.
CLE Urban Winery
Cleveland Browns Foundation
Cleveland Cavaliers*
Cleveland Monsters
Cleveland Museum of Natural History
Cleveland Zoological Society
Brian and Amy Cook
Lynch Design
Michael and Susan Cristal*
Dana Cummins
Cuyahoga County Public Library Foundation
Mike and Renee de Windt*
Digital Promise*
Dillard’s
Gervasi Vineyard
Glenmede Trust Company, N.A.
Gotta Groove Records*
Greater Cleveland Film Commission
James and Christine Heusinger*
Hilton Cleveland Downtown
Marni Horvat
Independence Business Supply
Juicy Lucy
K&D Real Estate Services
Jim and Cathy Kavalec*

Betty Kemper*
Laurice Skin Care and Cosmetics
Lockkeepers
James and Brenda Manley*
Megan Mayhugh*
Millenia Hospitality Group
Mitchell’s Homemade Ice Cream
Moen
Bernie and Bridget Moreno*
Emily Moreno
Music Box Supper Club
Bradley and Debbie Norton*
Pavilion Home and Floral
Petitti Garden Centers
Playhouse Square Foundation
Provenance
Laura Rosa
Rustbelt Reclamation
Saucy Brew Works*
Scene 75 Entertainment Center
Holly Schafer
Mark and Melanie Shock
ShurTech Brands LLC
Sibling Revelry
Signature of Solon Country Club
Denny and Jen Taylor
Town Hall
Trolley Tours of Cleveland
Walt Disney World Company
Mark Roshkowski and Kristin West*
Bruce and Tracy Wilhelm*
Susan Zanetti and Christine Zira

*Denotes both monetary and in-kind contributions.
Get involved!

DONATE • ADVOCATE • VOLUNTEER

breakthroughschools.org/friends
@breakthroughcle
/BreakthroughSchools
@breakthroughschools

FRIENDS OF
BREAKTHROUGH SCHOOLS

3615 Superior Avenue,
Bldg 31 Suite 3103A
Cleveland, OH 44114

BREAKTHROUGH SCHOOLS

3615 Superior Avenue
Bldg 44 Suite 4403A
Cleveland, OH 44114